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Introduction
TEXT ONE

resists and reformulate actual interventions in space.
A canal or a lake can thus fashion a word of ideas for what is to follow. A planted
forest will after 20 years demand respect and care. An area in which all of nature
is subject to change during 30 years will by virtue of that change draw attention to
itself and become an alternative to all development strategies. Our concept entails
exploring how such an incipient landscape shapes its capacity for resistance, in
other words how it is shaped in time.
FIELDS OF EXPLORATION
LIMITS OF EXPLOITATION
The 7000-meter long field is almost to be investigated in terms of an imaginary
agricultural landscape existing on the verge between urbanity and nature, where
the sites of exploration are 100 metres in extension, running east-west. The
imaginary fields will during the years repeatedly become the focus of attention
by virtue of the power of transformation they represent. They are endowed with a
mental dimension in which a child will discover entire worlds. At the same time that
dimension is close to the dimension of transformation inherent in all urban blocks
by way of processed of potential expansion and subdivision. Every field of energy,
every occurrence, every edifice, are to be seen as islands in this ever-returning
process of exploration, reworking, and intervention over many years.
The landscape must be charged with new energy, an aesthetics which will render
possible the discovery and delimiting of its urban potential.
THE EXTENDED FIELD
This line of thinking involves establishing a potential archaeology of the mind, a
landscape of exploration, provided thought is allowed to move into the future.

THE MAGIC CARPET

MASTER PLANS

”There are two ways of walking through a wood. The first is to try one or several
routes (so as to get out of the wood as fast as possible, say, or to reach the
house of grandmother, Tom Thumb, or Hansel and Gretel); the second is to
walk so as to discover what the wood is like and to find out why some paths are
accessible and others are not …
(Umberto Eco; The Charles Eliot Norton lectures)
The landscape which the idea world of the programme seeks to transform
has evolved through the ages to assume the shape and content it currently
possesses. The present-day use of the landscape relate precisely to that
temporal quality.
Till now the landscape has resisted being transformed along faster temporal lines
than those inherent in it. Compared to the life lines of the landscape 30 years is
a short span of time. Still 30 years constitute a long time span in the context of
planning, drawing attention to the changes all phenomena undergo in time and
space – the speed and the density of occurrences.
RESISTANCE
The urban ideals loom larger than the understanding of landscape, shining far
more brightly as it were. The borders of urban space constitute an intellectual
hinterland. The relation between what is built and the continued life of the
landscape is destined to remain the major theme in the civic space of the future.
Our concept is a simple one. It implies an extremely slow progress with a range
of different means, deployed along various life lines to prevent and influence the
form and content of development.
Each element, every trace describing the appearing manufactured and spiritual
landscape is to be considered as resisting change, interposing processes which

The idea word of the Ørestad will influence the urban space on a large
geographical scale. The light city will cause further developments, the boulevard
will transform other streets, the Øresund connection will alter all of Amager. To see
this requires no skill.
The transformation of this natural environment is therefore not to be understood
as manifestations along this strip of land alone. A redefinition of this landscape is
not possible without exploring the changes which are bound to occur in a vaster
geographical field. The property boundary towards the built-up area at Amager
is the principal threshold to exceed. The shape of this urban network in time will
continually be debated in relation to contemporary developments on a large scale.
As regards the urban interface, the space “between”, embracing all the different
shades of landscapes, changes and losses will alter the entire mental landscape.
This urban landscape must time and time again be recovered and reshaped in the
larger geographical dimension.
The exterior of the Ørestad appears programmatically to be linear. The interior of
the Ørestad in time and space is potential something quite different. This interior
room must be excavated from the future as a form of archaeology of the mind.
TOUCHSTONES
This part plan, part map, part image and part journey, attempts to describe this
larger, new urban room in time. Initially, it utilises four elements which are allowed
to develop according to different inherent speeds representing different worlds.
We engage in the landscape as in four films to examine: the various possible
formations of the water surface, the shape and materiality of the ground itself,
the form and dimension of the vegetation, and the network of roads embodying a
potentially new concept in time.
The future landscape is explored via points of contact and fields of interaction.
To begin with this explorative process will be fairly rudimentary, but it will become
more natural, gaining in sophistication as it progresses. Only migration in a very
slow pace will conduct into this appearing landscape.

FLASH FORWARD
Through such a journey in time the urban imaginative world will possibly
encounter changes to confront in spaces and times unknown. An investigation of
the ground itself on a massive geographical scale will naturally involve a potential
refashioning of the built-up area. This will occur as the result of the compression it
will undergo on the introduction of the new mechanical speeds. Thus it becomes
possible to modify the concept of the tabula rasa as a tool as time progresses.
Within such a perspective the possible future of the Ørestad is more likely to
appear as expansively rectangular and spatial, rather than extended and linear,
that is, if one chooses to look back from the vantage point of such a fiction – from
an urban excavation into the future.
GUIDELINE TO DECISIVE POINTS AND FIELDS
The structural plans do not represent a consecutive thee step development
along the axis of the site. The changes in time and space have been expressed
as nine as nine search lights, where interventions and explorations prior to
the development also appear. All discussions about growth and form can be
conducted by reading vertically, diagonally or by moving the boards horizontally.
Borderlines
The water surface forms a border towards Amager Fælled and the protected
areas. The border against the homes at Amager constitutes no true border, as this
is an area in a state of constant change. Along the time axis there are no limits for
further expansion in space. The project conceptually embraces the are from shore
to shore.
The extended field
The definition of field along the site will not be understandable in relation to the
site alone. The spirit of the place is bound to be found elsewhere. This urban room
must time and time again be recovered and reshaped in the larger geographical
dimension.
The bounding of the fields, form and content from north to south
The Christianshavn connection
Towards the marshy area the landscape is subdivided into canals and parks. The
grand park harbouring the SAS Hotel provides a green roof and establishes a
new boundary against Ny Tøyhus grounds, Serumsinstituttet and Faste Batteri. It
defines the room of the boulevard, and is the gateway to the Ørestad, which will
change with the seasons and grow in decades to come.
Nature in transition
The entire area with marshes will be explored in the years to come and will be
refashioned so as the fear of the empty room, what has not been worked, can be
recognized as a quality in itself.
This field is to be subdivided, individual areas being given a shape which is
“impregnable.”
The Bella Center island
This field is bounded whit canals which will shape the communication network
of the centre. This is a thematic concept for the potential transformation of the
centre, which will abide by the rules of the Ørestad game. This implies a total
reorganisation of surfaces and parking.

formulates the transition of the landscape from one state to another by way of
impowering it.
The Light Railway
The light railway stations are being shaped by the landscapes it passes.
The Grand Park/Seruminstituttet/SAS Hotel
The university canal
The field of waters
The woods
The Bella Center island
The water mirror
The horizon garden
In time it is possible to envisage the line of the light railway penetrating
Christianshavn and the fortifications.
The Boulevard
The Boulevard as an idea is defined by the areas through which it passes. The
concept of the park covers the SAS Hotel and Faste Batteri. The Boullevard is
broken where it begins and it may only find its optimal shape parallel to several
changes within this concept of the park.
The Boulevard will only be a boulevard where this is possible and interesting.
The water surface defines the borderline of the Boulevard against the recreational
areas.
The structure of the road network
The road network will lose its importance as a transporting network due to the
quality of the light railway. The transporting network will thus “disappear” and
remain visible without significantly shaping tha buit up area. Parking is in this
context at a particular minimum, never being exclusively on the ground, but in
formations above and below , also existing as topological possibilities.
The Urban Framework
This concept does not discuss the ideal urban forms of building on the site
alone. It embraces a much largr geographical dimension to find another, innate
dimension in the concept of the Ørestad. This entails a transformation of and in
the existing built-up structure of a larger geographical dimension to find another,
innate dimension in the concept of the Ørestad. This entails a transformation of
and in the existing built-up structure of a larger area, in the time-space of the
Ørestad.
The concept therefore postulates high density in the areas in the north down to
the marshes. It makes possible high profile in poimts along the Boulevard and the
bank of the canal. The concept consider the marshes as an awaiting landscape.
Where other alternatives will protrude in time. It views the entry of the urban in
the area of surrounding the water mirror of the Ørestad terminal as a core of
transformation of the large parts of amager, if and when the Øresund Connection
will come. A redefinition of the larger urban network then becomes the method in
time and space.

The Øresund connection 		
The Nordic Hub
Where all speeds meet are great formations of landscape being defined and
explored in time as a possible urban border country. The water film slices and
sepatates the mechanical speeds at the very point of their encounter.
The awaiting field
The end of the site is a landscape with condensations near the light railway
ending station, which transform into possible urban introduction. The concept

____________________________
References:
(Umberto Eco; The Charles Eliot Norton lectures)

TEXT TWO

BORDERLINES

The Ørestad will enter into a permanent dialogue with a surrounding landscape where major
changes will and must take place. Text two circles this dialogue in the larger field. The references
in the text are the drawings with titles.
To establish a border is an invitation to explore the possibilities of transgression. Amager
Fælled will get a new world for its neighbour. It is evident that this new world will influence
and challenge the future of this earlier seascape. The borderline our concept draws against the
recreational areas is to be considered a hard edge guarding one side. The canal is the mirror for
the parallel development along the border, but also inviting shared concepts.
The power of transformation inherent in the massive idea world of the Ørestad challenges any
surrounding border.
Only apparently the tracks of the light train constitute a form of delimitation, because the
stations are magnets of attracting future growth and change. In other words the border towards
the built-up area of Amager is removed, and in such a world it will not be recovered until our
journey reaches the opposite shore, the Amager beach park.
The shape of the Ørestad cannot therefore be contained within the borders of the site, but
can only be found when studying and formulating the changes within the expanded area of
Amager, as a minimum. This, then, is an exploration in time from shore to shore.
Along the time axis there are no limits to a further expansion in space.

THE HOUSE WITHOUT A ROOF

“In architecture we are rarely confronted with rooms through which rain pours or rooms that are
flooded with water.”
(J. Pallasmaa: “Space and image in Andrey Tarkovskys Nostalgia”)
In September an autumn storm lashed Copenhagen, covering Amager by a film of water. This
drawing can be interpreted as a damming up of that evanescent water mirror on a par with how
children play in sand. The water gives the existing a new dimension. It provides the mirroring,
the reflexion of possible urban changes.
The water reemerges in the Ørestad programme, as something lost and newly found in the
terminology of city planning. The water field of our concept is a metaphor to reconquer the
seascape from which Amager grew, as a ripple in the ground, in itself a film in this context.
This is the first step to uncover new urban islands. What we are to discover during the next 30
years is the still invisible landscape – an excavation into the future. This drawing looks back from
the vantage point of such a fiction.

REDUCTION

In the opening scene of Wim Wender’s film “Paris,Texas”, Harry Dean Stanton is wandering at
random through the desert landscape. His resembles a tentative perambulation in an imaginary
city, or to use the urban conceptual framework by which the city interprets nature, a migration
into the film’s backdrop.
The competition programme formulates a possible alteration of a basic landscape.
It is necessary to investigate alternative landscapes to suspend and prevent interventions in
the marshlands, which comprises half of the site in length. The pressure from the Ørestad will
condense the sub-urban part of Amager in the years to come. The drawing is an excavation in
a future civic space. A modified tabula rasa is obvious as an Ørestad evolves on Amager. In this
manner new formations on the ground are discovered, offering an alternative strategy with
regard to the marshy areas. This configuration in time unknown can become the core of the
evolving Ørestad, an imaginary city structure, distancing itself from the linear strip.
The competition programme introduces into the basic landscape an urban terminology which
is unclarified in relation to it. In an urban conceptual world it therefore is necessary to introduce
terms like respect and disrespect when describing the relationship between developed and
undeveloped landscapes.
In this line of thought the natural landscapes on the site of the Ørestad is to be treated
according to the strategy of resistance. In other words investigation beyond the site is of an
offensive character.

L’ESPACE ROUGE

In 1992 the Danish newspaper “Informationen” featured a series of articles under the heading:

“What happened to my childhood forest?” The conclusion drawn was that both the concept and
reality disintegrate and the notion forest is reformulated.
Our concept introduces the concept of “a forest” in a new urban context. This entails redefining
the forest film which begins at Ørestad.
This seed forces a new consciousness in relation to that elusive, presently autumnal film. The
drawing interprets the forest as “worlds”. In terms of its surface the forest is inclusive with regard
to form where it covers and delimiting by way of the lines established. As part of a plan which
looks 30 years into the future, the forest must also be capable of being refashioned from shore
to shore. In that case we need to pursue different paths that those presently visible. The drawing
is not a reconstruction of a concept, but is a possible future discovery in a time unknown.

THE WEB

Mechanical speeds have shaped our urban spaces, cutting through the landscapes of our time.
The boulevard and the Øresund connection offer two different definitions of the spaces of
speed fashioning future Amager. Both increase the amount of traffic. The city railway aim to
achieve the opposite. With reference to the policy of Copenhagen in this field, and the notion of
reduced car usage established in the competition’s world of ideas, our investigation of the web
of roads entails an investigation, where the idea of the Ørestad is transferred to a greater scale.
Along the time axis in this scale roads will change and “disappear”.
This is a change in an urban future where the three films – water, ground and forests – give
shape, that is, an urban space which will remain relatively independent of the network of cars.
The water mirror at the Ørestad station slices and separates the speeds, shaping them and the
mirror itself is an example of such a strategy.
The drawing shows the new web at one time in the era of Ørestad.

LOCATION PLAN

Both the programme and the Bill for the Ørestad define its idea world within strict bounderies.
In the world of planning this is the sixth finger in the so termed finger plan for Copenhagen. The
ideals of the programme and the requirements laid down in the act for the development of the
area do in many ways represent a weight in relation to the landscape it enters. The weight in
terms of mass and actual reality will alter the entire geographical scale which is highlighted in
this location plan.
In this context weight signifies the world of influences which will confront the surrounding
areas with a set-up of continual change. It is therefore impossible to define Ørestad without
looking about in space and time.
One will not find the new urban landscape which the Ørestad initiative de facto will solicit, by
studying the confined site alone. Nor will a study of its inner landscape suffice.
The rules for the game of Ørestad expand the field of play.
This partial plan is a fiction with a degree of complication at least required for the definition of
the core of future Ørestad.
The four films, the four possible life lines and the shapes they assume in this fiction in time and
space, are essentials in the required rules for the game of a permanent redefinition of the twin
relationship Ørestad has to its environment.
The location plan expresses a film of understanding from which the real Ørestad can emerge.
Through this redefinition the marshy areas at Ørestad can once again be subsumed into a new
and larger concept.

EUROPEAN FIELD – OR THE GREEN WEDGE

“The green heart is experienced from the motorway which cuts the green heart in two”.
(Herman van der Marel).
The European transport network cut through the green wedge. The world of ideas behind this
intersection is in all ways a western phenomenon. This landscape is waiting for an articulation
which is able to challenge the world of ideas. The future shape and content of the landscape
must be sought along other lines of speed than are apparent at present.
It is conceptually possible to delimit the field, as it is done here, and redefine it as a field for
testing our understanding of landscape. This definition will enable us to win back the landscape
from the high speeds. This is, however, a project on a vast geographical scale, where the
solutions must be allowed to evolve over a long period of time.
The competition programme proposes a higher intensity in the exploitation for recreational

purposes and thus suggests the latent conflict. The area can be a comprehensive recreational
space, but it must be able to receive constructions that embrace a concept which transforms the
traces of mechanical space. This is a twin concept of the development of the Ørestad, but one
which exists along more expansive temporal parameters. Such a concept is evidently a part of
the worlds of ideas of the future Øresund connection.

SPEED AND THE SERPENT

“The journey is the means by which stationary man expresses his faithfulness. Everywhere man
confirms his habits and roots, trying via migrations through space to fool the destructive processes of
time, for time upon time to do and make the habitual things and gestures: to sit at a table, converse,
love, sleep.”
(Claudio Magris: Donau).
Increased mechanical speed compresses and uncovers this landscape, rendering it more
accessible. At the same time it puts the landscape in a state of transition and stress. It “cuts it in
two”.
The Ørestad terminal is a vast film of water. Here all speeds meet, here everything comes to a
halt, but not at the same time and not in the same place. The city light train pass above and
across the surface of the water. You step down onto the water mirror when leaving the train.
The railway and the motorway passes underneath that mirror of water, and this is the very place
where you re-emerge from having passed underneath the sea.
The mirror of the sea surface awaits the vision of the future, while shaping the relationship
between high velocity and the fact of remaining stationary – or to sit at a table, converse, love,
sleep.

Ørestaden, København
Internasjonal åpen idekonkurranse, 2. pris.
Sted: Amager, en lineær byvekst fra København til Kastrup.

Med elementer der kan danne resistance – skoven, kanalen, parken – og med infrastrukturen,
stationerne, de viktigste vejføringer, krydsningspunkterne, skaber de første bestemmelser
af Ørestaden struktur: Bebyggelsesstrukturen diskuteres ovehodet ikke. Den hører efter
tegnestuens mening ikke denne fase til. Der tales i stedet i begreper som: at innpode områder
og steder energi og resistance.

I 1994 deltok vi i den internasjonale konkurransen om utvidelsen av København, kalt
Ørestaden. Prosjektet fikk andrepris i konkurransen. Ideverdenen i prosjektet er behørig
publisert i tidskriftet ”Byplan” nr. 5, 95. gjennom presentasjonen av prosjektets egen tekst
og en omfattende kritisk gjennomgang av konkurransen ved professor Jens Kvorning
(jurymedlem).
Konseptet lanserte ”The Game of Ørestaden” ved at strukturplanene ble konfigurert som
et sett av spillebrikker, der forskjellige påvirkningskrefter førte til helt forskjellige lesninger
av denne framtidige bydannelsen. Utviklingen i København, der andre områder har
kommet i søkelyset og tatt kraften fra den ”ideelle” Ørestaden, bekrefter et av våre utsagn i
konkurransen – ”The spirit of the place (Ørestaden) is bound to be found elsewhere”.

Tiden bliver altså ikke bare et spørgsmål om at betvinge tiden, at kunne forutsige tiden, men at
arbejde med tiden som materiale som kvalitet – og måske som en garant for den menneskelige
skala.
Arkitektoniske utsagn banaliseres ikke til udtalelser om bygningsarkitekturen, men knyttes til
den overordnede beskrivelse og de overordnede elementer. De arkitektoniske udsagn, som
programmet efterlyser kan altså forbindes til byens grundlæggende struktur.”
					
Byplan nr. 1/95, ”Ørestaden til tiden”

2. pris i internasjonal konkurranse om
Ørestaden i København (1994)
Bestiller: Ørestadsselskapet
kontaktperson:
Professor Jens Kvorning, jurym.
mob. 0045 24479261
mail
jens.kvorning@karch.dk
Prosjekteam: Knut Eirik Dahl prosjektleder, Kyrre A. Pedersen, Roy T Eriksen, Kjerstin Uhre,
Nils Mjaaland, Jostein Lynghjem m fl.

Dommerkomiteen sier om vårt konsept for Ørestaden
under overskriften ”planen og tiden”:
”Nogle få forslag ((24900 og 32209/vårt forslag) forsøger at etablere en beskrivelse av den
kommende bydelen uten at henvise til de traditionelle strukturerende elementer. De mest
radikale i denne gruppe forsøger at etablere en art interaktiv beskrivelsesform, hvor nogle få
innledende bestemmelser forventes at utløse en reaktion både i den eksisterende og den nye
by; disse reaktioner vil så danne baggrunn for de næste overordnede utsgan der vil utlöse nye
reaktioner osv.
De overordnede utsagn kan antage fysisk form – en kanal, en lund, eller de kan udgjöres af
abstrakte angivelser af tætthed eller fyldningsgrad i et bestemt afsnitt af bebyggelsen.
Denne lille gruppe av projekter kan oppfattes som en udsigelse av den planlægging vi kjenner,
eliminering av all høytidelig lyrikk om våres evne til at planlægge ved at henvise til, at vore byer
er blevet til i en sådan interaktiv proces mellom forskjellige, oftest modstridende, interesser.
Men projekterne i denne gruppe kan også, som de eneste, tilkendes en fremadrettet tro
på, at der skabes en dialog, som vil muliggjøre en helt annen by end den der baseres på en
modificeret gentagelse af det vi kjenner.
Deres udsagn vil som de antikke bygrundlæggingritualer, på en anden måde enn den
planlegging vi kender, udpege steder og tildele betydninger, som vil forme fremtidens by.”
			
Arkitekten/dk, ”Idekonkurrence om Ørestaden” nr. 4/5, 1995

Fra konkurranseforslagets tekst:

Professor Jens Kvorning, medlem i dommerkomiteen, sier i sin
tekst i en senere artikkel ”Ørestaden til tiden”:

En gang i Ørestadens epoke
”Tyngden av masse og faktisk virkelighet vil endre hele den geografiske skala som denne
oversiktsplan (location plan) setter søkelyset på.
Med tyngde menes i dette tilfelle den påvirkningsverden som vil stille omgivelsene i et konstant
endringsbilde. Det er derfor umulig å definere Ørestaden uten å se tilside i tid og rom. Man
finner ikke det nye urbane landskapet som Ørestadens initiativ frambringer ved å studere den
avgrensede tomten alene. Heller ikke dens indre landskap.
Spillereglene for Ørestaden utvider dermed spillerommet”

Den Norske tegnestue taler om hastigheter, om den mekaniserede bevægelses høje
hastighed, som komprimerer landskapet, om landskapet langsomhed og om byutviklingens
hurtighet. De taler om at arbejde med å søge etter resistance, om at befæste steder eller
elementer i landskapet, så de kan stå imot byudviklingens hurtighet, som et kriterium for
at Ørestaden kan opptage de kvaliteter en by bør have. I denne påpegning af betydningen
av dannelsesprocessens hastighed har de sannsynligvis mer fundametalt nærmet seg
programmets krav om at tage hensyn til den menneskelig skala, end dem der forsøger at
diskutere dette som et spørsmål om propotioner og takter i den fysiske struktur. Og de har mere
fundamentalt fat i byens dannelsesdynamikk, end den funktions og sektortænkning der preger
byplandebatten.

Motstand/Resistance
De urbane idealene lyser sterkere enn landskapsforståelsen. Det urbane rommets grenser er et
intellektuelt hinterland. Forholdet mellom det bygde og landskapets videre liv er dømt til å være
et hovedtema i det kommende urbane rom.
Vårt konsept er enkelt. Det er en svært sakte vandring, med en skala av virkemidler, langs
forkjellige livslinjer, for å hindre og påvirke utbyggingens form og innhold.
Hvert enkelt element, hvert spor som beskriver det kommende produserte og mentale
landskapet er å betrakte som noe som yter motstand.
En kanal eller sjø formulerer en ideverden for det som kommer. En plantet skog som vokser i 20
år avkrever respekt og omtanke. Et felt der all natur er under omdanning i 30 år setter søkelyset
på seg selv, og blir et alternativ til enhver utbyggingsstrategi.
Vårt konsept er å undersøke hvordan et slikt kommende landskap kan ta form og yte motstand –
med andre ord gi form, i tid.

Det er i denne sammenheng vi lanserte uttrykket ”The Spirit of the Place (Ørestaden) is bound
to be found elsewhere. Bekreftet gjennom Københavns utvikling som desidert har funnet sted
andre steder enn Ørestaden.

